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Tacit Knowledge Neil Gascoigne 2014-09-03 Tacit knowledge is the form of implicit knowledge that we rely on
for learning. It is invoked in a wide range of intellectual inquiries, from traditional academic subjects to more
pragmatically orientated investigations into the nature and transmission of skills and expertise. Notwithstanding
its apparent pervasiveness, the notion of tacit knowledge is a complex and puzzling one. What is its status as
knowledge? What is its relation to explicit knowledge? What does it mean to say that knowledge is tacit? Can it
be measured? Recent years have seen a growing interest from philosophers in understanding the nature of tacit
knowledge. Philosophers of science have discussed its role in scientific problem-solving; philosophers of
language have been concerned with the speaker's relation to grammatical theories; and phenomenologists have
attempted to describe the relation of explicit theoretical knowledge to a background understanding of matters
that are taken for granted. This book seeks to bring a unity to these diverse philosophical discussions by
clarifying their conceptual underpinnings. In addition the book advances a specific account of tacit knowledge
that elucidates the importance of the concept for understanding the character of human cognition, and
demonstrates the relevance of the recommended account to those concerned with the communication of
expertise. The book will be of interest to philosophers of language, epistemologists, cognitive psychologists and
students of theoretical linguistics.
HOW TO PREPARE EFFECTIVELY FOR COMPETITIVE/COLLEGE/SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS Dr Miss Gyan
Parmar 1997-01-26 This book is very much helpful in effective preparation for Competitive, College, and School
exams for every generation of students. The book contains a 'Preface' by N.S. Avhad, the topper of 1996 batch
of IAS (Indian Administrative Services). He finds this book unique, as it contains all the topics related to exam.
Military Flight Aptitude Tests For Dummies Terry J. Hawn 2013-06-04
Calculus and Analytic Geometry Al Shenk 1979
Physics Judah Landa 2000-01-29 This book provides material for a one-year high school physics course.
Mastering Physics Martin Harrison 1999-11-11 This new edition of Mastering Physics has been completely
updated and rewritten to give all the information needed to learn and master the essentials of physics. It is a selfcontained, clearly explained course for individual study or classroom use which requires no prior knowledge. The
book is highly illustrated throughout to show the importance of physics in the natural world, as well as in such
fields as athletics, engineering, medicine and music. Questions and examples are also included throughout
covering a broad range of topics such as environmental issues, motor racing and space flight.
The Phase Michael Raduga 1986 All my life I sought an elegant solution to one odd riddle. I sought it from
Siberia to California, from the field of neurophysiology to quantum physics, and in illegal experiments on
thousands of people. But the answer I found sent me into shock and changed my entire perception of reality.
Unlike others, I offer not only a new perspective on the world, but also step-by-step practices that can shake the
pillars of your limited reality, and give you revolutionary new tools for obtaining information, self-healing, travel,
entertainment, and much more. By the Phase Research Center TABLE OF CONTENTS: Part I: What is the
Phase? Chapter 1 – The Enigma Chapter 2 – The Search for an Answer Chapter 3 – The Answer Part II: How to
Enter the Phase Today Part III: The Phase Practitioner's Practical Encyclopedia Chapter 1 – General
Background Chapter 2 – The Indirect Method Chapter 3 – The Direct Method Chapter 4 – Becoming Conscious
While Dreaming Chapter 5 – Non-Autonomous Methods Chapter 6 – Deepening Chapter 7 – Maintaining
Chapter 8 – Primary Skills Chapter 9 – Translocation and Finding Objects Chapter 10 – Application Chapter 11 –
Useful Tips Chapter 12 – A Collection of Techniques Chapter 13 – Putting a Face on the Phenomenon Chapter
14 – Final Test Chapter 15 – The Highest Level of Practice Chapter 16 – Real Examples of Phase Experiences
Appendix (Version 3.0, 2015)
Proceedings of the Blended Learning in Science, Teaching and Learning Symposium 2005 Presents

proceedings of the annual Uniserve Conference. The papers contained in this book includes topics as: teaching
science online tutorial benefits of online assignments, blended learning, and other related issues in relation to
teaching science at a university level.
Mastering Quantum Mechanics Barton Zwiebach 2022-04-12 A complete overview of quantum mechanics,
covering essential concepts and results, theoretical foundations, and applications. This undergraduate textbook
offers a comprehensive overview of quantum mechanics, beginning with essential concepts and results,
proceeding through the theoretical foundations that provide the field’s conceptual framework, and concluding
with the tools and applications students will need for advanced studies and for research. Drawn from lectures
created for MIT undergraduates and for the popular MITx online course, “Mastering Quantum Mechanics,” the
text presents the material in a modern and approachable manner while still including the traditional topics
necessary for a well-rounded understanding of the subject. As the book progresses, the treatment gradually
increases in difficulty, matching students’ increasingly sophisticated understanding of the material. • Part 1
covers states and probability amplitudes, the Schrödinger equation, energy eigenstates of particles in potentials,
the hydrogen atom, and spin one-half particles • Part 2 covers mathematical tools, the pictures of quantum
mechanics and the axioms of quantum mechanics, entanglement and tensor products, angular momentum, and
identical particles. • Part 3 introduces tools and techniques that help students master the theoretical concepts
with a focus on approximation methods. • 236 exercises and 286 end-of-chapter problems • 248 figures
Mastering Rebreathers Jeffrey E. Bozanic 2002
Extreme Writing Keen J. Babbage 2010-03-16 This book describes how teachers can build upon the eagerness
and skills that students apply to recreational, social, and friendly writing, bringing enjoyment back into writing for
students.
Science Books & Films 1980
The Finite Element Method in Heat Transfer and Fluid Dynamics J. N. Reddy 1994-06-27 Designed for those
interested in using finite element methods in the study of fluid mechanics and heat transfer, The Finite Element
Method in Heat Transfer and Fluid Dynamics presents this useful methodology tailored for a limited but
significant class of problems dealing with heat conduction, incompressible viscous flows, and convection heat
transfer. The authors' approach consists of a series of incremental steps of increasing complexity. The text is
divided into 8 chapters. Chapter 1 describes in detail the continuum boundary value problems that form the
central focus of the book. Chapters 2 and 3 introduce and extend the finite element method by application to a
simplified, two- and three-dimensional heat conduction problems. Chapters 4 and 5 describe isothermal viscous
fluid mechanics formulations and the solution of nonlinear equations developed from the flow problem. Chapter 6
covers inelastic non-Newtonian flows and free surface problems. Chapter 7 surveys the complex topic of
viscoelastic flow simulation, while Chapter 8 discusses several advanced topics, including turbulence modeling.
Each chapter includes example problems ranging from simple benchmarks to practical engineering solutions. In
The Finite Element Method in Heat Transfer and Fluid Dynamics, readers will find a pragmatic treatment that
views numerical computation as a means to and end and does not dwell on theory or proof. Mastering its
contents brings a firm understanding of the basic methodology, the competence to use existing simulation
software, and the ability to develop some simpler, special purpose computer codes.
Mastering Physics for IIT-JEE Volume - II Rathi Rakesh Physics for IIT-JEE
Microphysics Donald Earl DeGraaf 1978
Essential College Physics Andrew F. Rex 2010
High School Physics Unlocked The Princeton Review 2016-11-29 UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF PHYSICS with
THE PRINCETON REVIEW. High School Physics Unlocked focuses on giving you a wide range of key lessons
to help increase your understanding of physics. With this book, you'll move from foundational concepts to
complicated, real-world applications, building confidence as your skills improve. End-of-chapter drills will help
test your comprehension of each facet of physics, from mechanics to magnetic fields. Don't feel locked out!
Everything You Need to Know About Physics. • Complex concepts explained in straightforward ways • Clear
goals and self-assessments to help you pinpoint areas for further review • Bonus chapter on modern physics
Practice Your Way to Excellence. • 340+ hands-on practice questions in the book and online • Complete answer
explanations to boost understanding, plus extended, step-by-step solutions for all drill questions online • Bonus
online questions similar to those you'll find on the AP Physics 1, 2, and C Exams and the SAT Physics Subject
Test High School Physics Unlocked covers: • One- and Multi-dimensional Motion • Forces and Mechanics •
Energy and Momentum • Gravity and Satellite Motion • Thermodynamics • Waves and Sound • Electric
Interactions and Electric Circuits • Magnetic Interactions • Light and Optics ... and more!
Science Framework for California Public Schools California. Curriculum Development and Supplemental
Materials Commission 2003
Your College Experience John N. Gardner 1999-03
Introduction to Statistical Optics Edward L. O'Neill 2004-01 Authoritative introduction covers the role of Green's
function in mathematical physics, essential differences between spatial and time filters, fundamental relations of

paraxial optics, and effects of aberration terms on image formation. "An excellent book; well-organized, and wellwritten." — Journal of the Optical Society of America. 80 illustrations. 1963 edition.
Master The NCERT for NEET Physics - Vol.1 2020 Arihant Experts 2019-06-04 While beginning, the preparation
for Medical and Engineering Entrances, aspirants need to go beyond traditional NCERT textbooks to gain a
complete grip over it to answer all questions correctly during the exam. The revised edition of MASTER THE
NCERT, based on NCERT Classes XI and XII, once again brings a unique set of all kinds of Objective Type
Questions for Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics. This book “Master the NCERT for NEET” Physics
Vol-1, based on NCERT Class XI is a one-of-its-kind book providing 15 Chapters equipped with topic-wise
objective questions, NCERT Exemplar Objective Questions, and a special separate format questions for NEET
and other medical entrances. It also provides explanations for difficult questions and past exam questions for
knowing the pattern. Based on a unique approach to master NCERT, it is a perfect study resource to build the
foundation over NEET and other medical entrances.
Functional Analysis Edward W. Packel 1974
Classical and Modern Physics Kenneth William Ford 1972
Cold Micro Metal Forming Frank Vollertsen 2019-09-13 This open access book contains the research report of
the Collaborative Research Center “Micro Cold Forming” (SFB 747) of the University of Bremen, Germany. The
topical research focus lies on new methods and processes for a mastered mass production of micro parts which
are smaller than 1mm (by forming in batch size higher than one million). The target audience primarily comprises
research experts and practitioners in production engineering, but the book may also be of interest to graduate
students alike.
Journal of the American Statistical Association 2002
Mastering Physics for IIT-JEE Volume - I Rathi Rakesh 2012 Physics for IIT-JEE
Introductory Physics with Algebra as a Second Language Stuart E. Loucks 2006-08-04 Get a better grade in
Physics! Physics may be challenging, but with training and practice you can come out of your physics class with
the grade you want! With Stuart Loucks' Introductory Physics with Algebra as a Second Language(TM):
Mastering Problem-Solving, you'll get the practice and training you need to better understand fundamental
principles, build confidence, and solve problems. Here's how you can get a better grade in physics: Understand
the basic language of physics Introductory Physics with Algebra as a Second Language(TM) will help you make
sense of your textbook and class notes so that you can use them more effectively. The text explains key topics in
algebra-based physics in clear, easy-to-understand language. Break problems down into simple steps
Introductory Physics with Algebra as a Second Language(TM) teaches you to recognize details that tell you how
to begin new problems. You will learn how to effectively organize the information, decide on the correct
equations, and ultimately solve the problem. Learn how to tackle unfamiliar physics problems Stuart Loucks
coaches you in the fundamental concepts and approaches needed to set up and solve the major problem types.
As you learn how to deal with these kinds of problems, you will be better equipped to tackle problems you have
never seen before. Improve your problem-solving skills You'll learn timesaving problem-solving strategies that
will help you focus your efforts and avoid potential pitfalls.
Super Reading Secrets Howard Stephen Berg 2008-12-14 Devised by the man recorded in Guinness as the
world's fastest reader--80 pages per minutes--this is the only program that combines the most up-to-date
learning techniques and psychological discoveries with proven speed-reading methods and ancient tools like
meditation to significantly improve both reading speed and comprehension.
Napoleon Hill's First Editions Napoleon Hill 2020-10-20 The Best of Napoleon Hill's Early Works with
Commentary from Entrepreneur Media for Today's Modern World Entrepreneur Media presents the best of
Napoleon’s early works enhanced by the voices and hard-earned insights of today's modern entrepreneurs,
small business owners, and thought leaders. These two well-known and sought-out brands have decades of howto, self-help knowledge to bridge the gap between generations of entrepreneurs to teach them how to master
their personal and professional success as they run, start, and grow their enterprises.
Mathematical Reviews 1995
Differentiated Coaching Jane A. G. Kise 2017-05-23 Differentiate your coaching practice to meet the needs of
every teacher! Jane Kise takes you on a journey into differentiated coaching with a strength-based framework for
understanding, appreciating, and working with people who may think differently from you. Through an online selfassessment tool, you will discover how your strengths and beliefs influence your coaching practice. Through
examples, case studies, and reflection exercises, you will understand how to: Tailor your coaching practices to
meet the needs of each educator Increase teacher willingness to implement new skills in their classrooms
Anticipate patterns of resistance and adjust both the content and delivery of professional development
University Physics: Australian edition Hugh D Young 2010-08-04 This book is the product of more than half a
century of leadership and innovation in physics education. When the first edition of University Physics by Francis
W. Sears and Mark W. Zemansky was published in 1949, it was revolutionary among calculus-based physics
textbooks in its emphasis on the fundamental principles of physics and how to apply them. The success of

University Physics with generations of (several million) students and educators around the world is a testament
to the merits of this approach and to the many innovations it has introduced subsequently. In preparing this First
Australian SI edition, our aim was to create a text that is the future of Physics Education in Australia. We have
further enhanced and developed University Physics to assimilate the best ideas from education research with
enhanced problem-solving instruction, pioneering visual and conceptual pedagogy, the first systematically
enhanced problems, and the most pedagogically proven and widely used online homework and tutorial system in
the world, Mastering Physics.
Our Sacred Source Andrew Kneier 2021-01-05 Life is not a cakewalk for any of us. We each have our individual
sufferings and challenges in life, and we each must endure vital questions that have no certain answers. Why
are we here? Where is God when we need him? How do our lives matter in the long run? Our science cannot
help us with such questions, but theology can. And that’s what this book has to offer. This book’s theology is
based on an arresting theory about God. Turning to modern physics, it finds God in the origin of the universe and
in the innermost foundations of the natural world. The universe flowed from his nature, but his nature was not
perfect, which is why we have an imperfect world where bad things happen to good people. And yet we also find
this God deep within us, enabling us to confront our suffering with resilience and grace. The evil in the world has
power, but we have power too, the power from our inner God to hold steady against the slings and arrows of our
misfortunes. The theology presented here builds on the discoveries of particle physics and quantum mechanics
about the foundational building blocks and forces in all of creation. These reveal the abounding spirit and
purposes of the Creator—a spirit that empowers us and instills in us purposes we can embrace and foster. It
may seem we are essentially on our own as we navigate through life, but in this book’s theology, God is always
and everywhere with us and in us.
Number-Crunching Paul J. Nahin 2011-08-08 More stimulating mathematics puzzles from bestselling author
Paul Nahin How do technicians repair broken communications cables at the bottom of the ocean without actually
seeing them? What's the likelihood of plucking a needle out of a haystack the size of the Earth? And is it
possible to use computers to create a universal library of everything ever written or every photo ever taken?
These are just some of the intriguing questions that best-selling popular math writer Paul Nahin tackles in
Number-Crunching. Through brilliant math ideas and entertaining stories, Nahin demonstrates how odd and
unusual math problems can be solved by bringing together basic physics ideas and today's powerful computers.
Some of the outcomes discussed are so counterintuitive they will leave readers astonished. Nahin looks at how
the art of number-crunching has changed since the advent of computers, and how high-speed technology helps
to solve fascinating conundrums such as the three-body, Monte Carlo, leapfrog, and gambler's ruin problems.
Along the way, Nahin traverses topics that include algebra, trigonometry, geometry, calculus, number theory,
differential equations, Fourier series, electronics, and computers in science fiction. He gives historical
background for the problems presented, offers many examples and numerous challenges, supplies MATLAB
codes for all the theories discussed, and includes detailed and complete solutions. Exploring the intimate
relationship between mathematics, physics, and the tremendous power of modern computers, NumberCrunching will appeal to anyone interested in understanding how these three important fields join forces to solve
today's thorniest puzzles.
Educational Psychology Crowl 1996-08 This text emphasizes the role of teachers as decision makers. Our goal
is to prepare future teachers to be competent professionals who are well grounded in the principles of
educational psychology are ready to use this knowledge in their careers ... The text provides comprehensive and
up-to-date coverage of the relevant topics in educational psychology ... The book follows a cognitive approach.Pref.
Physical Chemistry Kurt W. Kolasinski 2016-09-07 Much of chemistry is motivated by asking 'How'? How do I
make a primary alcohol? React a Grignard reagent with formaldehyde. Physical chemistry is motivated by asking
'Why'? The Grignard reagent and formaldehyde follow a molecular dance known as a reaction mechanism in
which stronger bonds are made at the expense of weaker bonds. If you are interested in asking 'why' and not
just 'how', then you need to understand physical chemistry. Physical Chemistry: How Chemistry Works takes a
fresh approach to teaching in physical chemistry. This modern textbook is designed to excite and engage
undergraduate chemistry students and prepare them for how they will employ physical chemistry in real life. The
student-friendly approach and practical, contemporary examples facilitate an understanding of the physical
chemical aspects of any system, allowing students of inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, analytical
chemistry and biochemistry to be fluent in the essentials of physical chemistry in order to understand synthesis,
intermolecular interactions and materials properties. For students who are deeply interested in the subject of
physical chemistry, the textbook facilitates further study by connecting them to the frontiers of research. Provides
students with the physical and mathematical machinery to understand the physical chemical aspects of any
system. Integrates regular examples drawn from the literature, from contemporary issues and research, to
engage students with relevant and illustrative details. Important topics are introduced and returned to in later
chapters: key concepts are reinforced and discussed in more depth as students acquire more tools. Chapters

begin with a preview of important concepts and conclude with a summary of important equations. Each chapter
includes worked examples and exercises: discussion questions, simple equation manipulation questions, and
problem-solving exercises. Accompanied by supplementary online material: worked examples for students and a
solutions manual for instructors. Written by an experienced instructor, researcher and author in physical
chemistry, with a voice and perspective that is pedagogical and engaging.
End-User Considerations in Educational Technology Design Roscoe, Rod D. 2017-06-16 Emerging technologies
have enhanced the learning capabilities and opportunities in modern school systems. To continue the effective
development of such innovations, the intended users must be taken into account. End-User Considerations in
Educational Technology Design is a pivotal reference source for the latest scholarly material on usability testing
techniques and user-centered design methodologies in the development of technological tools for learning
environments. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as multimedia learning, human-computer interaction,
and online learning, this book is ideally designed for academics, researchers, school administrators,
professionals, and practitioners interested in the design of optimized educational technologies.
Information Technology Ingrid Koreneff 2005
Transforming Schools with Technology Andrew A. Zucker 2008 For the past 20 years, Andrew A. Zucker has
worked in independent nonprofit organizations as an education researcher, strategic planner, and evaluator, and
he is now a senior research scientist at the Concord Consortium.
Advances in Intelligent Web Mastering - 3 Elena Mugellini 2011-01-16 The Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference
brings together scientists, engineers, computer users, and students to exchange and share their experiences,
new ideas, and research results about all aspects (theory, applications and tools) of intelligent methods applied
to Web based systems, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. Previous
AWIC events were held in Spain – 2003, Mexico – 2004, Poland – 2005, Israel – 2006, France – 2007 and
Czech Rep. – 2009. The present 7th Atlantic Web Intelligence Conference (AWIC’2011) was held during January
26-28, 2011, at the University of Applied Sciences of Fribourg, Switzerland. AWIC2011 is organized by the
Multimedia Information System Group (MISG), Institute of the Technologies of Information and Communication
(iTIC) of the University of Applied Sciences of Fribourg.
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